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GENERALIZED CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIALS
ASSOCIATED WITH AFFINE WEYL GROUPS

MICHAEL E. HOFFMAN AND WILLIAM DOUGLAS WITHERS

ABSTRACT. We begin with a compact figure that can be folded into smaller

replicas of itself, such as the interval or equilateral triangle. Such figures are

in one-to-one correspondence with affine Weyl groups. For each such figure

in n-dimensional Euclidean space, we construct a sequence of polynomials

P/c: Rn —► Rn so that the mapping P^ is conjugate to stretching the figure by

a factor A; and folding it back onto itself. If re = 1 and the figure is the interval,

this construction yields the Chebyshev polynomials (up to conjugation). The

polynomials Pk are orthogonal with respect to a suitable measure and can be

extended in a natural way to a complete set of orthogonal polynomials.

1. Introduction. The Chebyshev polynomials Tk, by virtue of the definition

(1) Tk(cosx) = coskx,

can be thought of as arising from the stretching and folding of the interval [0, rr].

More precisely, the function cos-1 o Tk o cos stretches the interval by a factor of

k and returns it to [0, tt] by folds at integer multiples of 7r. It follows immediately

from (1) that

(2) Tfc o Ti = Tk,

for any positive integers k and I. Property (2) is rather unusual for a sequence of

polynomials; up to conjugation, the only sequences of polynomials in one variable

that have it are the Chebyshev polynomials and the power functions xk [11, Chapter

4]-

Suppose now we have a geometric figure in Rn that, like the interval, can be

folded (i.e., mapped by reflections in hyperplanes) into smaller replicas of itself. We

call such a figure foldable. As is shown in §2, such figures are convex polytopes and

are in one-to-one correspondence with the groups of reflections they generate. In

§3, the well-known theory of such groups is reviewed: they are affine Weyl groups

of root systems, and the classification of the latter is classical.

In §4 we define, for any foldable figure F, a function h: Rn —* Rn which we

call the generalized cosine associated with F. This function has two properties,

which generalize those of the cosine in the classical case: it is invariant under

the group of reflections associated with F, and h(kx) is a polynomial in h(x) for
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any positive integer k. We can then define generalized Chebyshev polynomials (or

folding polynomials) associated with F by

Pk(h(x)) = h(kx)

for integer k > 1, x E R". As with the Chebyshev polynomials, the function

h~l o Pk o h stretches F by a factor of k and returns to F by folding.

If F is the interval, the polynomials Pk are conjugate to the classical Chebyshev

polynomials (see §7). As another example, let F be the equilateral triangle. The

associated group of reflections has presentation

(ri,r2,r3|r2 = r\ = r\ = (ryr2f = (r2r3)3 = (r3n)3 = 1).

If we think of R2 as the set of points (u, v, w) E R3 with u + v + w = 0, then this

group acts on R2 by

ry(u, v,w) = (v,u,w),    r2(u,v,w) = (u,w,v),    r$(u,v, w) = (w + l,v,u — 1).

In terms of these coordinates, the generalized cosine is given by

h(u, v, w) = (e-2™< + e'2™ + e~2*iw, e-*™(«+«0 + e-2m(v+w) + c-a«(u+t»)j_

(Note that while the two components of h are complex-valued, the relation u + v +

w = 0 insures one is the complex conjugate of the other, so h is really a function

from R2 to R2.) Then the polynomials Pk defined by (3) can be written as complex-

valued functions of a complex variable z (i.e., let z be the first component of h(s),

and write the first component of h(kx) in terms of z): they are polynomials in z

and z. The first three are

Py(z,z) = z,        P2(z,z) = z2 -2z,        P3(z,z) = z3 -3zz + 3.

The Chebyshev polynomials Tk(x) are orthogonal with respect to the density

(1 -x2)-1/2 on the interval [—1,1]. The generalized Chebyshev polynomials satisfy

a corresponding relation (Theorem 6.1). In proving this it is convenient to introduce

a set of polynomial functions from R" to R, which we call orthogonal polynomials:

the components of the folding polynomials Pk are instances of them. The orthogonal

polynomials are discussed in §5. The recurrence formula Tk(x) = 2xTk-y(x) -

Tk-2(x) can also be generalized (Theorem 6.2).

Besides the classical Chebyshev polynomials, there have been polynomials de-

fined by several other authors [5, 7, 8, 10] that are special cases of the orthogonal

polynomials or folding polynomials. These cases are noted in §7, where we give the

function h in explicit form for most foldable figures.

The paper by Dunkl [4] also studies orthogonal polynomials related to reflection

groups, but there the object is to define "spherical harmonics" on the unit sphere

in R" and the reflection groups involved are finite. In our study, the polynomials

arise from folding Rn into a compact fundamental domain and the groups must be

infinite.

One aspect of the generalized Chebyshev polynomials not discussed here is their

occurrence as solutions to differential equations. This topic, as well as the gen-

eralization of the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind, will be treated in a

forthcoming paper.
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2. Foldable figures and reflection groups. We first give a precise definition

of a foldable figure.
DEFINITION. Let F be a compact connected subset of R" that is the closure of

its interior. We call F a foldable figure if there is a set S of hyperplanes that cut

F into finitely many congruent subfigures Fy, F2,..., Fk, each similar to F, so that

reflection in any of the hyperplanes in S bounding Fi takes it into some Fj.

THEOREM 2.1. A foldable figure in Rn is a convex polytope that tessellates R™

by reflections in hyperplanes.

PROOF. Let F be foldable: by hypothesis we can subdivide it by hyperplanes

into congruent subfigures Fy,...,Fk, each similar to F, so that reflection in any

of the hyperplanes takes each subfigure onto another. Since Fy is similar to F,

it is also foldable and we can subdivide it into k subfigures. Further, we can use

reflection in the first set of hyperplanes to extend this subdivision into a division

of F into fc2 subfigures. Since every dihedral angle involved must be a submultiple

of ir, it follows that this subdivision of F is also by hyperplanes. Continuing in this

way, we have for any integer p a subdivision by hyperplanes of F into kp subfigures,

and some sequence of reflections in these hyperplanes takes any of the subfigures

into any other.

Now let x be an interior point of F. Let d be the distance from x to the boundary

of F. Continue the subdivision of F until the subfigures have diameter less than d:

then the subfigure F' containing x is entirely in the interior of F. But then F' is a

convex polytope, since it is bounded by hyperplanes. Further, F is tessellated by

copies of F'. Since F is similar to F' we can tessellate a larger version of F with

copies of F, and by repeating this procedure tessellate all of Rn.    □

We digress to develop some of the theory of reflection groups. Think of R™

as endowed with its usual inner product. Let G be an n-dimensional reflection

group, i.e. a discrete group of isometries of R" generated by reflections through

hyperplanes. The theory of such groups is well known: two convenient references

are Bourbaki [1] and Coxeter [2]. In particular, such a group has a presentation of

the form

(1) G = (n, l<i< k[(rtr3)mi' =l,l<i<j <k)

for positive integers m^ such that ma = 1 for all i and m^ > 2 for i ^ j (m^ = oo

is allowed, in which case the corresponding relation is dropped out). Geometrically,

the ri are reflections that generate G. This presentation (1) is called a Coxeter

presentation (see Hiller [6]). Such a presentation can be represented by a graph T

that has one node for each generator and an edge from the node representing rt to

that representing rj labeled with the integer m»j. If m^ = 2 the edge is omitted

(this is the case where rj and rj commute): the label m^ = 3, being the most

common, is usually omitted. The labeled graph T is the Coxeter graph of G.

The direct product of reflection groups is again a reflection group, and it is easy

to see that the Coxeter graph of the product is the disjoint union of the Coxeter

graphs of the factors. A reflection group is called irreducible if it is not a product

of reflection groups: a reflection group is irreducible if and only if its Coxeter graph

is connected.

If G is an n-dimensional reflection group and On is the group of linear isometries

of Rn (i.e. those that fix the origin), then there is a homomorphism U:G —► On
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given by

U(g)(x) = g(x)-g(0),        <? G G, x € R"

(cf. [1, V, no. 3.6]). The group G is called essential if the action of U(G) on R™ fixes

only the origin. Elements of the kernel of U are called translations. The translations

form a torsion-free abelian subgroup of G: if G is essential, this subgroup is either

trivial or of rank n.

An n-dimensional reflection group G has a fundamental region, i.e. a closed set

D such that no element of G takes a point of D to another, and such that for any

x E Rn there is some g EG with g(x) E D. In fact, the Coxeter graph r of G can be

interpreted in terms of the shape of D. The nodes of T correspond to the faces of D.

If two nodes are unconnected, then the corresponding faces intersect orthogonally.

If two nodes are connected by an edge labeled m, then the corresponding faces

intersect at an angle ir/m. If G is irreducible, then D is a simplex or simplicial

cone: otherwise, it is the product of fundamental regions of its irreducible factors

(cf. [2, §11.2]).

If F is a foldable figure, it is a fundamental region for the group generated by

the reflections through its bounding hyperplanes [1, V, no. 3.3, Theoreme 2]. The

fundamental regions of reflection groups are characterized in [1, V, no. 3.9]: for the

fundamental region to be compact, the group must be essential and without fixed

points. Thus we have the following result.

THEOREM 2.2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between foldable figures

and reflection groups that are essential and without fixed points.

3. Root systems. Reflection groups can be classified by using the theory of

root systems. This theory is developed in many references (e.g. [1, 6, 12]): we shall

follow most closely the notation of [1]. For any nonzero vector a of R™, reflection

in the hyperplane through the origin orthogonal to a is given by

2x   a
sQ(x) = x-a.

a ■ a

A root system can be defined as a finite subset R of R" satisfying the following

properties:

(i) R generates Rn as a vector space.

(ii) If a, 13 E R, then sa(0) E R.

(iii) If a, ka E R, then k = ±1.

(iv) If o, 0 E R, then (2a • /?)/(/? • ff) E Z.
(This is a reduced root system in Bourbaki's terminology.)  Property (iv) can be

stated more succinctly as follows. For any root a, let

v        2qa   =-
a   a

(ov is called a coroot). Then (iv) requires that a ■ /9V E Z for all a,/3 E R. The

Weyl group of R is the group W generated by the reflections sa for a E R: it is

always finite.

Any root system R has a base, i.e. a linearly independent subset B such that

any root can be written as a linear combination of elements of B with all positive

or all negative coefficients. Corresponding to any base B = {ai, ...,«„} is a Weyl
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chamber C = {x E Rn|x ■ a, > 0 for all »'}.   Then C is a fundamental region

(necessarily noncompact) for the reflection group W.

For any root a and integer fc, there is a hyperplane

La,k = {x E R"|a ■ x = k}.

If we expand W by adding the reflections in these hyperplanes, we obtain an infi-

nite group W, called the affine Weyl group of R. Now the reflection through the

hyperplane Lak is given by

.  , 2(a • x - fc) .  ,     ,   v
sa fc(x) = x-a = sQ(x) + fca  .

a ■ a

From this it follows that

(1) sa,k ° s/5,i(x) — sa° sp(x.) + /sa(/3)v + fcav

for roots a, /3 and integers fc, /. We then have the following result.
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THEOREM 3.1. The affine Weyl group of a root system R is a semidirect prod-

uct W x Q(Ry), where W is the Weyl group of R and Q(RV) is the abelian group

generated by the coroots. Further, Q(RV) is the subgroup of translations ofW and

W is the isotropy group of the origin.

PROOF. The action of W on R extends to an action of W on Q(Ry). That W is

a semidirect product then follows from (1). If we think of W as a reflection group,

then the homomorphism U of the last section evidently sends sa^ to sa: so U has

kernel Q(RV) and the second statement follows.    □

Given root systems Ry in Rn and R2 in Rm, there is a root system Ry U R2 in

R" ©Rm = Rn+m, called the direct sum. The (affine) Weyl group of Ry UR2 is the

direct product of the (affine) Weyl groups of the factors. A root system is called

irreducible if it is not a direct sum: from the well-known classification of irreducible

root systems we have the following result [1, VI, no. 4.3, Theoreme 4].

THEOREM 3.2. The only irreducible affine Weyl groups are W(An), n > 1,

W(B„), n>2, W(Cn), n > 3, W(Dn), n > 4, W(E6), W(E7), W(E8),W(F4),

and W(G2), with Coxeter diagrams as shown in Figure 1.

The significance of the preceding discussion for our study of foldable figures is

made clear by the next result, which follows from [1, VI, no. 2.5, Proposition 8].

THEOREM 3.3. The reflection group corresponding to a foldable figure F is the

affine Weyl group of some root system.

In view of the remarks preceding Theorem 2.2, we can regard a foldable figure

as a fundamental region of some affine Weyl group W. Given a base for the corre-

sponding root system, the Weyl chamber includes exactly one fundamental region

of W that contains the origin.

4. The generalized cosine. Starting with an affine Weyl group W, we seek a

continuous coordinate change h: R" —► R™ such that

(i) h(g(x)) = h(x) for g E W, x E R"; and

(ii) ri(fcx) is a polynomial in /i(x) for fc = 1,2,_

By Theorem 3.1, W can be written as a semidirect product W tx Q(RV), where R

is a root system and W the corresponding Weyl group (thought of as the isotropy

group of the origin). Let oty,..., an be a base for the root system R: corresponding

to this is a unique fundamental region containing the origin, which we denote $.

The weights associated with R are defined to be the elements of the group

P(R) = {r E Rn|r • s E Z for all s E Q(RV)}-

The lattice P(R) has generators ujy,oj2,... ,wn defined by

Uj ■ a^ = 8jk.

(The vectors Wfc are called fundamental weights.) Let wo = -uy — ••• — un: then

any element of P(R) can be written as a sum (with positive integer coefficients) of

«0,...,«n-

We denote the position vector in R" by x and for fc = 0,..., n set

sfc(x) = e-2^x^.

Then for any r E P(R), e~2nix'T can be written as a product of so, ■ ■ ■, sn. Also

soSy ■ ■ ■ sn = 1. The proof of the next lemma is then straightforward.
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LEMMA 4.1. Let f: P(R) —♦ R have finite support and be invariant under W.

Then the Fourier transform of f,

^(/)(x)=    £    /«e-2™"r,

r€P(fi)

is invariant as a function of x under W. Moreover, SF(f) is a polynomial in

So, • • •, sn.

Note that the Fourier transform used here involves a sum rather than an integral.

While we could interpret this as the Fourier transform of a distribution (as in

Schwartz [13]), we shall instead derive those of its properties we need.

The set 9 of functions /: P(R) —♦ R" with finite support and invariant under

W forms a vector space. A natural basis for this space is the set of characteristic

functions
f 1    if x e qb,

X*(X) = \0    if***,

where qb is the orbit of some point in P(R) under W. Let fi denote the set of such

orbits. For qb E fi we denote the number of points in qb by [qb[. From [1, VI, no. 3.4,

Theoreme 1] we have the following result.

THEOREM 4.2. For fc = 1,..., n let qbk be the orbit generated by the fundamen-

tal weight u/fc of the root system ofW, and let yk be the Fourier transform ofx<pk-

Then for any f E *, ^(f) can be written as a polynomial in y = (yy,..., yn).

Thus the Fourier transform gives a one-to-one correspondence between % and

the set of polynomials in yy,...,yn. The theorem says that any polynomial in

Sq,. .. ,sn invariant under the action of W on P(R) can be written as a polynomial

in ft,...,ffo.
DEFINITION. For an affine Weyl group W, let yy,..., yn be as in Theorem 4.2.

We define the generalized cosine h: R" —* Rn associated with W by

Mx) = (yi(x),2/2(x),...,2/„(x)).

THEOREM 4.3. The generalized cosine h is invariant under W, and /i(fcx) is

a polynomial in /i(x) for integer fc > 1. Further, h is a homeomorphism of <& onto

its image, and can be assumed orientation-preserving.

PROOF. That h is invariant under W follows from Lemma 4.1. Also

Vj(kx)=    £   X0j(r)e-2^x.r=    J2   f(r)e-2™'r,

reP(fi) r€P(R)

where /(r) = x<t>S/k) if T/k e P(R)' /(r) = ° otherwise. Thus / E * and by
Theorem 4.2 yj(kx) is a polynomial in /i(x).

To see that h is one-to-one from $ onto its image, choose x',x" G $ such that

/i(x') = h(x"). For j = 1,..., n, let

aj = e-27Ttx"-u'.

Now define
n

pW = II J2(e~2n*9{x)'"3 - aj)(e2™9{x)'Uj -aj).

g£W j=l
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Then p(x) is a polynomial in s0,.-.,sn and is invariant under the action of W on

X. By Theorem 4.2, p(x) can be written as a polynomial in (yy,. ..,yn) = h(x).

Since h(x') = h(x"), we have p(x') = p(x") = 0. Thus

n

J-(e-2^9(x')wJ _ a.j,e2*ig(x').Ui _ -^ _ q

3 = 1

for some g E W. Since each term in this sum is nonnegative, we have for j = 1,..., n

e-2irig(x')-u, _ a . — e~2irig(x')-Uj _ e-27rtx"u, _ q

and thus
e-2iri[g(x')-x"]-Uj _ j

Since u/i,... ,w„ is a basis for P(/2), we must have r;(x') -x" 6 Q(RV). Thus there

exists an element w of W with to(x') = x". Since x', x" E $, we have x' = x".

Clearly h is continuous: since $ is compact, h is a homeomorphism of $ onto

h($). Then /i is orientation-preserving or orientation-reversing on $. In the latter

case, choose an orientation-reversing element g E W (i.e. the product of an odd

number of reflections) and replace h by h! = h o g and $ by <&' = g_1($): then h'

has all the properties of h and preserves orientation.    □

Let A = h($). We call A the natural domain for W. Since h is continuous, A

is compact.

5.  The orthogonal polynomials.  Consider the Jacobian determinant

D_ d(yy,...,yn)

d(uy,...,Un)

of h, where we use the quantities Uk = x • w^ as coordinates. By the exponential

nature of the functions yk of Theorem 4.2, the partial derivatives of yy,...,yn

with respect to uy,...,un are polynomials in so,...,sn. The quantity D is not

invariant under W since it changes sign when going from one fundamental region

to an adjacent one, but D2 is invariant under W. It follows that D2 can be written

as a polynomial in ft,..., yn; we denote this polynomial by v.

DEFINITION. For each * e fi, define the orthogonal polynomial ]$ associated

with W by

U(h(x))=9-(X<l))(x), XGR".

This terminology is justified by the next theorem.

THEOREM 5.1. Let 6(y) = (^(y))"1/2- Let V be the volume of $ relative to

the coordinates Uy,...,un.  Then for ip,qb E fi,

f - (0 ifqb^tp,
/ U(y)U(y)6(y)dyi--dyn = \
J A I V\<f>\    ifqb = ip.

PROOF. First make the change of coordinates y = h(x); the integral becomes

f U(h(x))H(h(x))8(y) dyydyn= f J2T, e-2™"re27"x'8 dm-- dun
,y\      JA '/*re08€V

=  /  F(x)riui • ■  du„,
J<t>
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where
F(x) = EEe2™x'(8"r)-

Let / denote the value of this integral.

For integer N, define

S(N) = {x[-N <uk<N, k = l,...,n}.

The volume of S(N) relative to the coordinates uy,..., un is (27V)™. The integrand

in (1) is a sum of exponential terms, the exponent in each term being a linear

combination of uy,..., un with integer coefficients. If qb ̂  ip, then no term has all

zero coefficients in the exponent; if qb = ip, then all the coefficients are zero in just

those terms where r = s. There are exactly \<p\ of these terms. Thus

f { 0 iiqblib,
K(N)= F(x)duy-dun = \ Y

Js(N) I (2N)n\qb[    ii<p = tp.

Let M_(N) be the number of fundamental regions entirely contained in S(N),

M(N) the number of fundamental regions that intersect S(N). We estimate M

and M as follows. Let p be the metric on R™ given by

p(x,x') = yj(uy - U'y)2 + ••• + («„- u'n)2.

(The elements of W may not be isometries with respect to p.) Set

d = sup{diamp w($)\w E W}.

Then

(2) 2"(/V - d)n/V < M(N) < M(N) < 2n(N + d)n/V.

The integrand F(x) is invariant under W', so the integral takes the same value

no matter which fundamental region is integrated over. Note also |F(x)| < \tp\ \ip[,

so for any subset E of a fundamental region we have

\[ F(x)duy--dun  < [qb[[ip[V.
\Je

Therefore

\K(N) - M(N)I\ <(M - M)[qb\ \ip\V,

and hence, using (2),

\(2N)~nK(N) - (2N)~nM(N)I\ < ((^)" - (^)") 1^1 ̂'

Taking the limit as TV —> oo, we have I = 0 ii qb ̂  ip and / = V|*| if cp = ip.    □

THEOREM 5.2. Let p,q be polynomials and f, g E $ such that p o h = &(f),
qoh = 3r(g).  Then

f p(y)qJylHy) dyl--dyn = v  J2  /(r)ffW-
A reP(R)
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PROOF. Expand / and g in series of characteristic functions:

<pen «en

Then

P=Y2 atft,    q=^2 b<t>J<t>'
4>en 0en

Thus

/  P(y)?(y)tf (y) dyy- dyn = V] a060 / u(y)U(y)6(y) dyy- dyn

= ^2 a^|0|u

4>eClre4> r€P(R)

THEOREM 5.3. The set of polynomials {j<j,[qb E fi} is complete in the space

C(A) of continuous functions on A.

PROOF. If not, by the Weierstrass Approximation Theorem [3, p. 274] there

exists a nonzero polynomial q which cannot be approximated by the polynomials

J4>. Since A is compact, C(A) contains all polynomials and is contained in £2(A).

So q must contain a component polynomial p orthogonal to the j$:

/ p(y)u(y)s(y) dyi- dyn = o

for all qb E fi. Let / e * be such that po h = &(f). Then by Theorem 5.2 we have

£   /(r)^W = 0
reP(R)

for all qb E fi. But this implies / = 0 and hence p = 0.    □

6. Generalized Chebyshev polynomials. We retain the notation of the last

two sections.

DEFINITION. For integer fc > 1, the generalized Chebyshev polynomials (or

folding polynomials) associated with $ are the polynomial functions Pk'. Rn —► R™

defined by
Pk(h(x)) = h(kx),        xERn.

Of course the components of the generalized Chebyshev polynomials are orthog-

onal polynomials in the sense of the previous section. In fact, for any orbit qb in fi,

kqb = {he F(i?)|x € qb} is also an orbit, and

"fc  =  (jklpi 1 ■ • • ! Jktpn J)

where qby,..., <pn are as in the statement of Theorem 4.2. From the definitions it

follows easily that

J4> ° Pk— jk<p

for any positive integer fc and orbit qb E fi, and also that

Pk o Pi = Pkl

for any positive integers fc and /.
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On the other hand, it is not true that "most" orthogonal polynomials appear as

components of the Pk, since the orbits of the form kqbj are rather special. In fact,

we can characterize such orbits as follows. Let C be as in §3, so C is a fundamental

region for W. Now any orbit qb E fi has exactly one point r EC. If we write

r = rywy +-hrBun,

then it follows from the definitions of C and the Uj that rj is a nonnegative integer

for all i. For qb to be of the form kqbj, r must have the form kuj, i.e. u = kbij.

An orthogonality result for the generalized Chebyshev polynomials follows im-

mediately from Theorem 5.1.

THEOREM 6.1.   Let 6(y), A, and V be as in Theorem 5.1.   Then for integers

K, I,

f Pk(y) ■ PiTyWy) dyy dVn = N6kh
J A

where N = V([qby[ + --- + [qbn[).

As we see in the next result, each component of a generalized Chebyshev poly-

nomial satisfies a recurrence formula.

THEOREM 6.2. Let qbk = {zi,. ..,zr} (so r = \qbk\), and let ay,... ,aT be the

elementary symmetric functions in the variables e-2*tzix:... 5 e-2ir«r-x_ Then for

m> r,

Jm<j>k — Pl3(m-l)<t>k - 0~2J(m-2)<j>k H-1" (_1)r+   °~r3(m-r)(t>k-

PROOF. First note that

r

Y[(t - e-2*«.-X) =tr_ CTiir-l + . . . + (_,)rar_

8=1

Now substitute t = e-2™x>-><-- since the left-hand side is zero, we have

e-2*ir«,-x = (Tie-2irt(r-l)«,.x _ ^-27^-2^ x + . .. + (-ly+l^

Next multiply both sides by e-2'rt(m-'")zsx and sum over s to obtain the conclu-

sion.    □

REMARK. The functions oy,... ,ar of the theorem can be expressed in terms of

j<t>k, J2<pk,■■•, jr<t>k■ First note that jm<t>k is the mth power-sum symmetric function

in the variables e~2*lZlX,...,e~2™ZrX. Since this is a symmetric function, it

can be written as a polynomial in the elementary symmetric functions oy,... ,oT.

Conversely, the elementary symmetric functions can be written as polynomials in

the power-sum symmetric functions. Using the formula of Macdonald [9, p. 20], we

have

■   U„ i      •■■     o ■
32<t>k Hk        '"       0

as = — det :
s! • '

J(s-1)*»      J(s-2)4>k      ■■'       8-1

-    js<pk        3(s-i)<)>k    •■•      Uk   -
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7. Examples. In this section we exhibit some explicit formulas for the gener-

alized cosines for foldable figures as given by the construction of §4. We confine

ourselves to cases where the affine Weyl group is irreducible, i.e. where the fold-

able figure is a simplex, since the generalized cosine (and hence the orthogonal

and folding polynomials) for a product can be obtained immediately from those

for the factors. We give such formulas for all the irreducible affine Weyl groups as

classified in Theorem 3.2, save for the three exceptional ones W(Eq), W(E7) and

W(E8), where they seem too complicated to be of interest. We also point out some

additional families of polynomials associated with certain affine Weyl groups.

In the following, rather than the coordinates uy,... ,un of §5 we use coordinates

vy,... ,vn which give a more symmetrical expression for h. In each case we shall

give the relation between uy,... ,un and vy,... ,vn. As above, aj denotes the jth

elementary symmetric function.

For the group W(An), define coordinates vy,...,vn as follows. Let en,ei,... ,en

be orthogonal unit vectors in Rn+1. Think of Rn as the hyperplane in R"+1

perpendicular to the vector en + • • • + e„. For x E R", set Vj =x- ej, so that

n

v0 = -^2vj.
3 = 1

The generalized cosine h for W(An) is then given by

-vy-\       [ay(e-2*,...,e-2*iv«)~

h     :      = :

.vn\       [0-„(e-27m;°,...,e-2'r";',)_

Note that while the coordinates ft,...,j/n of h(vy,... ,vn) are complex-valued,

yj = yn+y-y The coordinates uy,... ,un are given by uy = vy, Uj = Uj-y + Vj for

j = 2,..., n.

In particular, if n = 1 we have h(vy) = 2cos27rwi and the generalized Chebyshev

polynomials Pk are related to the classical ones Tk by Pk(x) = 2Tk(x/2). The

generalized Chebyshev polynomials for the case n = 2 appear in the work of Mittag

and Stephen [10] on the Potts model, and the orthogonal polynomials for this case

have been described by Koornwinder [7, 8]. The orthogonal polynomials associated

with W(An) have been described by Eier and Lidl [5].

For the group W(Cn), let ei,... ,en be orthogonal unit vectors in Rn and set

Vj = x- ej. Then

"Uj"! 2<7i (COS 27T?Ji, . . . , C0S27Tl>n)

h     '■     = :

.vni 2no-n(cos2irvy,... ,cos2nvn)

The coordinates uy,... ,un are given by uy = vy, Uj = Uj-y + Vj for j = 2,..., n.

For the group W(Bn), the coordinates vy,...,vn are defined as for W(Cn). We

then have
I" 2™C0S7T7Jl • ■    COS7T?J„

Vl 2ay(cos2-KVy,...,cos2irvn)
h     '■      =

v
n L2n~1fjn_i(cos27n;i,... ,cos27ron).
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The coordinates Uy,... ,un are given by uy = vy, Uj = Uj-y+Vj for j = 2,... ,n-l,

and un = (vy + ■ ■ ■ + v„)/2. The orthogonal polynomials associated with W(B2)

have been described in [7 and 8].

The fundamental region for W(B2) is a right isosceles triangle (recall the remarks

preceding Theorem 2.2). Besides being foldable into n2 copies of itself, this triangle

can be folded into 2n2 copies of itself. Thus for W(B2) besides the usual sequence

Py,P2,... of folding polynomials there is an additional sequence P^, P2y/2, ■ ■ ■

given by

^fcv'sK'1^1'1'2)) ~ Hkvi + kv2,kv2 - kvy).

The composition property Pa ° Pp = Pap also applies to this extra sequence of

polynomials.

For the group W(Dn), the coordinates v%,..., vn are defined as for W(Cn). Then

"2n_1(cos7r?Ji ■ • -cos7rvjn + sin7ryi • ■ -sin7r?jn)"

'Vy 1 2n~1(c0S7Tt>1 • • -COSvT?;„ - sin7ri»i • • -sin-Triin)

h        ;        _ 2(71(008 27™!,. .. ,COs27T7Jn)

-vni :

2n~2an-2(cos 2irvy,..., cos 2irvn)

The coordinates uy,...,un are given by uy = Vy,Uj — Uj-y+Vj ior j = 2,... ,n — 2,

un-y = (vy-\-h vn)/2, and un — (Vy H-h Un_i - vn)/2.

The group W(G2) has as fundamental region a triangle with angles of 30, 60,

and 90 degrees. The coordinates v0, vy and i>2 are defined as for W(A2). We then

have

,    vy 2 (cos 2irvo + cos 2irvy + cos 2rv2)

v2\       [2(cos27r(uo - Vy) + COS 27r(ui - V2) + COS 27r(jJ2 -Vq))

The 30-60-90 triangle is similar to the right isosceles triangle in that, besides being

foldable into n2 copies of itself, it can be folded into 3n2 copies of itself. Thus, asso-

ciated with W(G2) there is an extra sequence of folding polynomials P'k, P2^, ■ • •

given by

PkV3(h(vi,v2)) = h(kvy - kv2,kv2 - kv0).

This extra sequence of polynomials satisfies the usual composition property.

For the group W(Fi) we define vy,..., V4 as for W(Gy). Then

"fl] [        16 COS 7T7Ji ■ • ■ COS ItVi + 2ay

,    v2 4a2

V3 8ct3 + (2o*i - 1) cos irvy ■ ■ ■ cos itv±    '

.V/y\ L 16<TiO-3 — 16fJ2 — 64o"4

where Oj = aj (cos 27rui,... ,cos27mj).

The group W(F4), like W(B2) and W(G2), gives rise to an extra sequence of

folding polynomials P^, F2v/2> ■ ■ • defined by

(~vi~\\ rkvy + kvz"
V2      I kv2-kVy
u3 kv3 + kv4    '

. V4 J / L fci>4 - kvz.

and this extra sequence also satisfies the composition property.
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